
7:04 PM: Meeting is called to order
7 people in attendance: Hanifi, Judy, Heather, Audrey, Paul, Maybo, Charlie, Mic, Janna, Amber,
Chad, James, Kay, Anda, Natalie, Guiliana, Kristina
7:06: CCA approve minutes from November meeting

Old business:
Teacher’s Lounge

not looking like it’s going to come together until the summer. Thinking of using a
interior designer we know (Ms. Hamilton?) Furniture donations coming in, close to 100k
worth of donations and more coming on Saturday 2/25

Teacher appreciation week
thinking of doing the same as last year– adopt a teacher program.

Hiring updates
One 5th grade teacher already hired taking over Mad Science and taking class

over on Monday. Still working on a second 5th grade teacher for literacy. The ask is to find a
way to communicate with the subs so parents will be able to reach them and talk about their
students.

Hiring teachers for elementary is going well for next year. Also hiring secondary teachers
for next year. Also hiring an assistant principal for elementary looking to bring them on right
away.

School lunch updates
-    Doesn’t seem to be quantity issues after some exploration
- Seems to be enough time for the kids to eat
- Can we figure out a way vegan diets can eat (possibly do

microwave so kids can bring food from home)

Playground Safety for inclement weather

Can some of the high school kids come earlier to shovel the sidewalks (as a part
time job?)

Do the kids have enough to play with for indoor recess?
New Business:

Parent Group Updates None
Student Safety Updates Working on a way for the students to be able to leave the

fences when necessary but people cannot come in. The previous method was taken away by
the fire department.

Communicate to parents that they can come in to volunteer without background check



Parking lot problems:
-Possibly sending an email about pick up and drop off in many languages
-Send a map out again
-Possibly have police come out to regulate for a bit? Or Sandy city

volunteer? Or possibly host a safety week using parents and CCA members
-Can we do a PSA video for pickup and dropoff procedure?
-Some CCA members are willing to make a video with some donated

tools and are also willing to volunteer to help with a safety week. Follow up with
Audrey, Megan, Kristina, Natalie

Can we pass along information about students who are struggling with behavioral or
mental health issues to parents? Possibly coming from the school counselor?

Enrollment
Waiting list for most grades right now, especially from K and 6th grade for next year

Field trip transportation updates
Wasatch Kids can provide bus and bus drivers for field trips - this is most efficient for

larger groups.

New business
Secondary budget for next year: around 60,000 dollars
Elementary budget for next year: around 30,000 dollars

Other funds are being used to supplement this for areas that need more support

8:06 Audrey motion to approve the budget, Maybo second, all CCA members in attendance
approve

New parent representative
Chad Labdon WELCOME

Other discussion

There is some discovery being done right now about creating a teacher directory page
for parents

CCA members please be cautious about the emails you receive from members of the
school admin because our emails are available publicly and are open to spamming

Everyone loves the night meetings!

8:17 Audrey motion to adjourn, Judy seconded. All approved


